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ABSTRACT Vascular endothelial cell migration is critical in many physiological processes including wound healing and stent
endothelialization. To determine how preexisting cell morphology influences cell migration under fluid shear stress, endothelial
cells were preset in an elongated morphology on micropatterned substrates, and unidirectional shear stress was applied either
parallel or perpendicular to the cell elongation axis. On micropatterned 20-mm lines, cells exhibited an elongated morphology with
stress fibers and focal adhesion sites aligned parallel to the lines. On 115-mm lines, cell morphology varied as a function of distance
from the line edge. Unidirectional shear stress caused unpatterned cells in a confluent monolayer to exhibit triphasic mechanotaxis
behavior. During the first 3 h, cell migration speed increased in a direction antiparallel to the shear stress direction. Migration speed
then slowed and direction became spatially heterogeneous. Starting 11–12 h after the onset of shear stress, the unpatterned cells
migrated primarily in the downstream direction, and migration speed increased significantly. In contrast, mechanotaxis was
suppressed after the onset of shear stress in cells on micropatterned lines during the same time period, for the cases of both parallel
and perpendicular flow. The directional persistence time was much longer for cells on the micropatterned lines, and it decreased
significantly after flow onset. Migration trajectories were highly correlated among micropatterned cells within a three-cell
neighborhood, and shear stress disrupted this spatially correlated migration behavior. Thus, presetting structural morphology
may interfere with mechanisms of sensing local physical cues, which are critical for establishing mechanotaxis in response to
hemodynamic shear stress.

INTRODUCTION

A grand challenge in cell biology and regenerative medicine is

to understand and to control physiological mechanisms that

regulate cell polarity and migration. An ability to engineer

directional cell motility would open doors to novel thera-

peutic approaches in cancer, wound healing, and vascular

biology. Regulation of cell polarity during migration involves

the dynamic regulation of spatial and temporal events in the

cytoplasm (1). A complex system of signaling networks bal-

ances the sensing of directional cues in the extracellular mi-

croenvironment with the remodeling of intracellular structure

and transport processes. Recent advances in the understand-

ing of directional cell migration under physiological applied

mechanical forces, a process called mechanotaxis (2), add to

the available toolbox for engineering cell behavior. However,

the interplay between extracellular mechanochemical cues

and preexisting cell structure to remodel directional polarity

remains unclear.

Vascular endothelial cell (EC) migration under hemody-

namic shear stress plays an important role in physiological

and pathological processes such as microvascular remodel-

ing (3) and reendothelialization after angioplasty and stent

placement (4). In vitro, laminar shear stress enhances EC

migration associated with wound closure (5,6). On average,

ECs migrate preferentially in a direction parallel to that of

unidirectional shear stress (6,7) and away from high spatial

gradients of shear stress (8).

In confluent monolayers, as in vivo, ECs align their shape

and structure parallel to the flow direction (9–11), including

the reorganization of cell-cell junctions (12) and the elonga-

tion of focal adhesion sites (13). Paradoxically, EC motility

within a confluent monolayer increases under unidirectional

shear stress in a manner consistent with the remodeling of

intercellular junctions, even though the net displacement of

cells after 48 h of shear stress is negligible (8). Increased

motility after adaptation to shear stress without a preferred

direction of migration within the confluent monolayer con-

trasts with directional migration parallel to the shear stress

direction in subconfluent layers of ECs (2). These observa-

tions pose a major challenge for engineering cell migration:

Are morphological and structural dynamics only a passive

readout of adaptation to extracellular applied force, or do they

also actively govern cell functions such as directional mi-

gration?

In this study, the goal was to preset EC morphology to

mimic that of a shear stress-adapted monolayer to separate the

influence of preexisting cell structure from that of mechano-

adaptation mechanisms on migration behavior. We used mi-

cropatterned lines of extracellular matrix to establish ECs in

an elongated morphology and applied unidirectional laminar

shear stress in the direction either parallel or perpendicular to

the lines. The micropatterned lines provided an intervention to
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investigate the interaction between the preexisting cell

structure and the hemodynamic shear stress on the dynamics

of cell migration and structural remodeling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Microcontact printing

The micropatterned surface of fibronectin was created by microcontact

printing (14,15). Briefly, a silicon master pattern fabricated by photolithog-

raphy was used to cast a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamp (Sylgard 184,

Dow Corning, Midland, MI) with a base/curing agent ratio of 10:1. Gold was

sputtered onto cleaned coverslips (Lesker, Clairton, PA) to a thickness of ;12

nm. The PDMS stamp was inked with 2 mM 1-octadecanethiol (Aldrich, St.

Louis, MO), blown dry with N2 gas, and gently pressed against the gold-

coated coverslip for ;20 s. The unprinted area was blocked with 2 mM

tri(ethylene glycol)-terminated alkanethiol (ProChimia Surfaces, Sopot,

Poland). After rinsing with phosphate-buffered saline, the surface was incu-

bated with 30 mg ml�1 fibronectin for 2 h before cells were plated onto it.

Control unpatterned surfaces were fabricated by a similar method. Instead

of stamping, 1-octadecanethiol solutions were washed onto the entire gold-

coated coverslip surface for 20 s. Blocking and fibronectin incubation steps

were then performed in an identical manner as for the microcontact printed

coverslips.

Cell culture

Bovine aortic ECs (passage 11–15) were grown on the fibronectin surfaces in

a humidified 5% CO2 incubator at 37�C in complete growth medium con-

sisting of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD)

supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated newborn calf serum (HyClone,

Logan, UT), 2.92 mg ml�1 L-glutamine (Gibco), and 1000 mg ml�1 peni-

cillin-streptomycin (Gibco).

Shear flow experiment and image acquisition

Coverslips containing ECs were assembled aseptically into a parallel-plate

flow chamber (FCS2, Bioptechs, Butler, PA) in a closed flow loop as de-

scribed previously (16). Briefly, flow through the chamber was driven by

gravity to create a wall shear stress of 1.5 Pa. Fluid from a warmed down-

stream reservoir was recirculated using a peristaltic pump. The temperature at

the flow chamber was maintained at 37�C using a temperature controller

(Bioptechs), and pH was maintained by equilibrating the medium with hu-

midified 5% CO2. Brightfield images were acquired in 5-min intervals using

a DeltaVision RT microscope system (Applied Precision, Issaquah, WA).

Cell tracking and evaluation of methods

Time-lapse images were imported into ImageJ (17) or MATLAB (The

Mathworks, Natick, MA) software for analysis. EC positions as a function of

time were tracked in 6–9 different fields of view from three independent

experiments.

A semiautomatic algorithm was designed in MATLAB to track EC mi-

gration on the unpatterned substrates. Contrast-enhanced brightfield images

were thresholded to generate a binary image of cell objects. Cell boundaries

were obtained by skeletonization and the removal of broken lines. Cell

centroid positions were computed from each cell object boundary. Since the

sampling rate was fast enough that cell displacement between two frames

was much smaller than cell size, the centroid position for each individual cell

object was considered to match in the subsequent frame with that which

yielded the minimum displacement. Cell objects that did not correspond to a

centroid location within one cell diameter in the subsequent frame were

automatically removed.

The tracking algorithm was validated by analyzing error with respect to

manual ‘‘ground truth’’ measurements. First, the centroid positions of 50

randomly picked cells in one frame were computed by manually outlining the

cell boundary and comparing to the centroid positions derived by the algo-

rithm. The average mean-square error was ,1 pixel2, indicating that position

estimations by manual and automatic methods were comparable. Thus,

analyses from manually and automatically tracked cells were compared from

different experiments.

Analysis of cell migration

To analyze quantitatively the cell migration behavior in response to shear

stress, ensemble-averaged values of instantaneous cell speed ÆSpeedæ and

instantaneous velocity components (ÆVxæ;ÆVyæ) were computed as

ÆSpeedæ ¼ 1

N
+
N

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x9i � xi

Dt

� �2

1
y9i � yi

Dt

� �2
s

;

ÆVxæ ¼
1

N
+
N

i¼1

x9i � xi

Dt

� �
;

ÆVyæ ¼ 1

N
+
N

i¼1

y9i � yi

Dt

� �
;

using the starting ðx; yÞ and ending ðx9; y9Þ positions of N cells during a given

time interval (Dt). Average cell speed indicates the motility of the population,

and the average projected velocities indicate the migration direction along

the x and y axes. A zero average speed implies nonmotile cells, whereas a

projected velocity near zero combined with a nonzero speed indicates that an

equal number of cells are moving in opposite directions along the axis with

similar speeds.

The direction of cell migration was analyzed using a nonparametric cir-

cular statistics approach (18). For cell migration orientation on unpatterned

surfaces, velocity vector angles, mod(2p), were analyzed directly. Since cell

migration orientation angles on the patterned lines fit a bimodal distribution,

they were converted into unimodal data by doubling the orientation angles.

The direction angles on horizontal lines were rotated p/2 onto the vertical

axis before the doubling transformation. The vector angles

ui ¼ tan
�1 y9i � yi

x9i � xi

� �
;

i ¼ 1, . . ., N, were used to compute mean orientation angle

u ¼
tan

�1ðS=CÞ S . 0; C . 0

tan
�1ðS=CÞ1 p C , 0

tan
�1ðS=CÞ1 2p S , 0; C . 0

;

8<
:

where

C ¼ +
N

i¼1

cosui and S ¼ +
N

i¼1

sinui:

The first central trigonometric moment m1 is the mean resultant length

R ¼ R=N; which was computed from R2 ¼ C21S2: The second central

trigonometric moment was computed as

m2 ¼
1

N
+
N

i¼1

cos2ðui � uÞ:

The sample circular dispersion and circular standard error were estimated by
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d̂ ¼ ð1� m2Þ=2m2

1 and ŝ
2 ¼ d̂=N;

respectively. Finally, the 100(1� a/2)% confidence interval around the mean

orientation angle was then given by u� sin�1ðza=2ŝÞ; u 1 sin�1
�

ðza=2ŝÞÞ;
where za/2 is derived from the t distribution. A modified Rayleigh test (V-test)

was used to compare mean orientation angles among test conditions at a

significance level of a ¼ 0.05.

A temporal and spatial correlation analysis of cell migration trajectories

was performed. To determine the temporal correlation patterns, a random

walk model was used to calculate directional persistence time (P) and cell

speed (S) (19) according to

Æd2ðtÞæ ¼ 2S
2
P t � Pð1� e

�t=PÞ
h i

;

where S is the root mean-squared speed, P is the directional persistence time,

and Æd2ðtÞæ is the mean-squared displacement. Both S and P provide

measures of cell movement through time: S represents an average displace-

ment rate, and P describes the time during which cell movement persists in

the same direction. A nonoverlapping method was used to compute mean-

square displacement from the cell centroid path according to previously

described methods (20,21). Cell speed was computed by dividing root mean-

squared displacement during the smallest time interval (20 min) by that

interval. Directional persistence time was solved by curve-fitting using a

nonlinear least-squares regression. Individual cell speed and directional

persistence time were computed for each field of view in the unpatterned cell

case and for each line in the micropatterned case. Results are presented as the

average and standard error of P and S.

The spatial correlation among cell migration trajectories reveals how the

migratory behavior of one cell was influenced by the neighboring cells. For

the unpatterned monolayers, the correlation function was calculated between

one cell and all the other cells in the same field of view using a previously

described method (22). For the cells on the micropatterns, the cell migration

trajectory for one cell was cross correlated with all the other cells on the same

patterned line. Consider n cells on a patterned line with the trajectory of the

ith cell (i¼ 1, . . ., n) given by (xit,yit), where t¼ 1, . . ., m. Since the migration

perpendicular to the lines was negligible, the migration trajectory was re-

duced to a one-dimensional analysis along the axis of the micropatterned

line. The sample covariance between the position trajectories of the ith cell

and the jth cell (j ¼ 1, . . ., n � 1) on a horizontal pattern is given by

Sij ¼ +
m

t¼1

xitxjt �
1

m
+
m

t¼1

xit +
m

t¼1

xjt;

and the variance in the position of the ith cell is

Sii ¼
1

m� 1
+
m

t¼1

x2

it �
m

m� 1

 
+
m

t¼1

xit

!2

:

The covariance and variance for the cells on the vertical patterns were

calculated similarly using yit: Finally, the product moment correlation co-

efficient was computed for the ith and jth cell as

rij ¼
Sijffiffiffiffiffi

Sii

p ffiffiffiffiffi
Sjj

p :

A zero cross correlation between migration trajectories of neighboring

cells suggests that these cells move individually in different directions,

whereas a value of rij approaching one indicates a pair of cells migrating in

along nearly parallel trajectories. Therefore, the cross correlation analysis

reveals locally correlated migration behavior among groups of adjacent cells.

Since the sampling distribution of rij was not normal, a nonparametric sta-

tistical analysis was performed. The sign test was used to compute 95%

confidence intervals, and the sign test and Kruskal-Wallis test were used to

test for differences between median values at a 5% type I error rate.

RESULTS

Unidirectional shear stress induces multiphasic
mechanotaxis of ECs in an unpatterned
confluent monolayer

The migration behavior of ECs in an unpatterned confluent

monolayer served as a physiological baseline during an in-

terval from 4 h before to 16 h after the onset of unidirectional

steady laminar shear stress (1.5 Pa). The following compo-

nents of the ensemble-averaged velocity vector were ana-

lyzed as a function of time: magnitude of the velocity vector

ÆSpeedæ; orientation with respect to the x axis (u), projected

x-component ÆVxæ; and projected y-component ÆVyæ:
Under no-flow conditions, individual migration tracks

clustered around the origin, with similar magnitude in all

directions (Fig. 1 A and Supplementary Material, Movie S1,

Data S1). The migration tracks were biased toward the left

(upstream direction) during the first 4-h period after flow

onset and became nondirectional again during 4–8 h after

flow onset. The magnitude of the migration tracks was sim-

ilar for the no-flow interval and the first two 4-h periods after

flow onset but showed a significant increase during the

8–12-h and 12–16-h periods. In addition, during the 12–16-h

period after flow onset, migration tracks exhibited significant

bias toward the right (downstream direction).

A quantitative analysis of over .4000 cells showed that

during the 4-h interval before the onset of shear stress, the

speed of EC migration in confluent monolayers was ;0.1

mm min�1 (Fig. 1 B, time ,0 h). The average migration

velocity projected onto the x (Fig. 1 C) and y (Fig. 1 D) axes

fluctuated around 0 mm min�1, indicating that the number of

cells migrating in opposite directions were approximately

equal. After the onset of shear stress oriented parallel to the x
axis, the cell migration behavior underwent a multiphase

process. During the first ;3 h after the onset of shear stress,

the migration speed increased, and ÆVxæ was negative, indi-

cating that most cells migrated in the upstream direction

against the shear stress. During a second phase after 3 h of

shear stress, migration speed and ÆVxæ returned to values

similar to those before the onset of shear stress. Finally, after

;11 h of shear stress, migration speed was significantly in-

creased relative to no-flow values, and ÆVxæ was positive.

Since ÆVyæ fluctuated around 0 mm min�1, directional biases

in migration rates perpendicular to the flow direction did not

exist. Overall, these data suggest that ECs in a confluent

monolayer initially migrate in the upstream direction during

phase 1. Phase 2 represents a transitional period with de-

creased motility that allowed cells to reverse their migration

direction. Finally, cell motility increases significantly in the

downstream direction during phase 3 as they complete long-

term adaptation to the shear stress.

Statistical analysis of circular histograms of migration

velocity orientation clearly demonstrated multiphasic direc-

tional polarity in EC migration after the onset of shear stress

(Fig. 1 E). Before the onset of shear stress (time ,0 h), a
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unimodal mean orientation of cell migration was not signif-

icant at the 95% confidence level (Rayleigh test); i.e., cells

migrated randomly in all directions. An example angular

histogram just before the onset of shear stress shows a uni-

form distribution of migration directions (Fig. 1 F). During

phase 1 (0–3 h) after the onset of shear stress (oriented at 0�),

the mean velocity orientation was significantly clustered

around 180� (Fig. 1 E, p , 0.01, V-test), and a circular his-

togram indicated that cells migrated preferentially opposite

the shear stress direction (Fig. 1 F). Direction of migration

again became random during phase 2. Finally, the mean

velocity orientation was significantly clustered around 0�
during phase 3 (11–16 h after the onset of shear stress, Fig.

1 E). An example circular histogram confirmed that cells

migrated preferentially parallel to the direction of shear stress

during this interval (Fig. 1 F).

FIGURE 1 (A) Migration tracks for 30

representative ECs in an unpatterned con-

fluent monolayer before (time ,0 h) and

after (time .0 h) flow onset. EC positions

were measured every 20 min during 4-h

intervals. Flow direction, left to right. (B)

Mean migration speed ÆSpeedæ; (C) mean

velocity projected onto the horizontal axis

ÆVxæ; and (D) mean velocity projected onto

the vertical axis ÆVyæ for unpatterned con-

fluent EC layers before (time ,0 h) and

after (time .0 h) the onset of shear stress

(n ¼ 9 fields of view; error bars, standard

error). (E) Mean direction of migration rel-

ative to the flow axis (0�). Closed symbols,

mean is significant (p , 0.05, Rayleigh

test); open symbols, directions are uni-

formly distributed (n ¼ 9 fields of view;

error bars, circular standard error). (F) An-

gular histograms of migration directions just

before flow onset, 2 h after flow onset, and

16 h after flow onset.
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Shear stress-induced mechanotaxis is
suppressed in ECs on micropatterned lines

ECs on 20-mm-wide micropatterned lines were elongated

in shape and aligned parallel to the direction of the lines

(Supplementary Material, Fig. S1, Data S1). Patterned ECs

contained thickened stress fiber bundles at cell edges, cyto-

plasmic stress fibers that were oriented primarily parallel to

the major axis of cell elongation, and focal adhesions that

were both elongated and aligned parallel to stress fibers. VE-

cadherin was localized at the cell boundaries in between cells,

similar to its distribution in confluent EC monolayers (Fig.

S2, Data S1).

To determine whether elongated shape and structure

influenced the ability of ECs to sense and adapt to unidirec-

tional shear stress, the migration behavior of a quasiconfluent

layer (based on number of cells per available adhesion area)

of ECs on micropatterned lines was compared to that of

unpatterned confluent monolayers. The line direction was

positioned in acquired images either horizontally or verti-

cally. When shear stress was applied from left to right, cells

on the horizontal patterns experienced shear stress parallel to

the morphological elongation, and cells on the vertical pat-

terns experienced shear stress perpendicular to the elongation.

The migration tracks of micropatterned cells on horizontal

lines (Fig. 2 A and Movie S2, Data S1) and on vertical lines

(Fig. 3 A) demonstrated that micropatterned cells were mi-

grating primarily along the pattern direction before flow

onset. During the first 4 h after flow onset, the magnitude of

migration tracks was dramatically decreased, and migration

distance partially recovered in the following time periods.

FIGURE 2 (A) Migration tracks for 30

representative ECs on 20-mm-wide horizon-

tal lines before (time ,0 h) and after (time

.0 h) flow onset. EC positions were mea-

sured every 20 min during 4-h intervals.

Flow direction, left to right. (B) Mean mi-

gration speed ÆSpeedæ of ECs on horizontal

lines before (time ,0 h) and after (time

.0 h) the onset of shear stress (error bars,

standard error). (C) Mean velocity projected

onto the horizontal axis ÆVxæ; grouped by

mean direction before flow onset into left,

right, and no preference. (D) Angular histo-

grams of migration directions just before

flow onset, 2 h after flow onset, and 16 h

after flow onset.
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Notably, equal numbers of cells migrated in the two direc-

tions along the micropatterns, and a preferential direction was

never established by patterned cells under either parallel or

perpendicular flow.

ECs on micropatterned lines exhibited obvious locally

correlated migration behavior, which was characterized by

cells on an individual patterned line migrating in the same

direction. To investigate whether the initial migration direc-

tion influenced the ability of ECs in the group to sense and

adapt to shear stress, micropatterned lines were categorized

based on the circular distribution of overall cell migration

directions time averaged for 4 h before the onset of shear

stress. For example, horizontal lines were categorized as left,

right, or no preference. The total ensemble-averaged total

displacement during the 4-h interval before the onset of shear

stress was normally distributed for all three cases, with a

mean 6 SD of�67 6 63 mm, 63 6 69 mm, and 19 6 69 mm

for the left, right, and no preference group, respectively. In a

similar manner, cells on vertical lines were grouped into

categories labeled up, down, and no preference.

Before the onset of shear stress parallel to the horizontal

lines, cells migrated preferentially along the lines, and the

migration speed in all three groups was significantly greater

than that for cells in unpatterned confluent monolayers in the

absence of shear stress (Fig. 2 B). The average x-component

of velocity ÆVxæ indicated that most migration in the groups

migrating left and right was parallel to the line axis (Fig. 2 C),

since the average y-component of velocity ÆVyæ was not dif-

ferent from zero at any time point (analysis of variance

(ANOVA), p . 0.05). In addition, the distribution of velocity

vector orientations in the left and right groups under no-flow

conditions clustered significantly around the micropatterned

line axis (Fig. 2 D, V-test, p , 0.001). The no preference

group contained cells migrating in both horizontal directions

along the line under no-flow conditions (Fig. 2 D, Rayleigh

test, p . 0.05); thus, ÆVxæ¼ 0 for this group (Fig. 2 C). After

the onset of shear stress, cell migration speed decreased

significantly for all three groups and then gradually in-

creased; however, even after 16 h of shear stress, ECs only

partially recovered their initial migration speed. Interestingly,

ÆVxæ in all three groups converged to zero after the onset of

shear stress. Since average speed was nonzero, ÆVxæ ¼ 0 in-

dicates that the onset of shear stress suppressed the direc-

tional migration of ECs, regardless of the original direction

before flow. The angular distribution of velocity orientations

indicated that equal numbers of cells were migrating in both

directions along the micropatterned lines after the onset of

shear stress (Fig. 2 D). Even after 16 h of shear stress, ECs did

not reestablish a preferred direction of migration along the

lines, in contrast to EC behavior in the unpatterned confluent

monolayer.

Remarkably, ECs on vertical micropatterned lines oriented

perpendicular to the shear stress direction exhibited a be-

havior nearly identical to that on horizontal lines. Before the

onset of shear stress, the average migration speed was similar

to that on horizontal lines and significantly greater than that in

an unpatterned confluent monolayer (Fig. 3 B). The average

x-component of velocity ÆVxæ was not different from zero

(ANOVA, p . 0.05), and ECs migrated primarily along the

vertical line direction. ECs migrating in the up or down di-

rections exhibited similar velocities ÆVyæ as those on hori-

zontal lines (Fig. 3 C), and lines containing ECs migrating in

both directions along the line resulted in ÆVyæ ¼ 0. After the

onset of shear stress, ÆVyæ converged to zero in all groups,

indicating that ECs began to migrate in both directions

without preference (Fig. 3 D) regardless of the initial pre-

ferred direction of migration.

To determine whether the preexisting cell structure or

micropattern line width contributed to the suppression of the

triphasic mechanotaxis response, migration tracks of ECs on

115-mm-wide horizontal lines were examined (Fig. 4). ECs

along the centerline of these wider lines had polygonal shapes

similar to those in unpatterned monolayers, whereas ECs near

the edges were significantly elongated (Fig. S3, Data S1).

Interestingly, ECs near the centerline exhibited triphasic

mechanotaxis behavior (Fig. 4 A) similar to that in un-

patterned confluent monolayers. Under no-flow conditions,

ECs migrated in random directions, and migration was re-

oriented preferentially upstream during the first 4 h after the

onset of shear stress parallel to the lines. Migration distance

during the second 4-h interval was decreased and more

randomly directed, and migration distance increased and was

oriented primarily in the downstream direction in the interval

12–16 h after the onset of shear stress. Remarkably, elon-

gated ECs near the edges of the same lines exhibited mi-

gration behavior similar to that on 20-mm lines instead of

following the triphasic mechanotaxis of ECs near the cen-

terline (Fig. 4 B). Migration direction was oriented primarily

along the line edges before and after the onset of shear stress,

even though migration away from the edge was physically

possible. Migration distance was decreased initially after the

onset of shear stress but recovered at later intervals. Thus,

migration behavior on wider lines supported the hypothesis

that preexisting cell structure is a primary determinant of the

mechanotaxis responsiveness of ECs.

Shear stress suppresses correlated migration
behavior on micropatterned substrates

After the onset of shear stress, the average cell velocity along

micropatterned lines (ÆVxæ for horizontal line and ÆVyæ for

vertical line) was near zero (Figs. 2 C and 3 C) and the dis-

tribution of average cell migration directions was equally

divided in both directions along the line axes (Figs. 2 D and

3 D). A spatiotemporal correlation analysis was performed to

determine whether this behavior was primarily the result of

loss of locally correlated migration behavior or more frequent

changes in direction.

Temporal correlation was analyzed by using a random walk

model. In unpatterned confluent monolayers of cells, the av-
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erage directional persistence time P before the onset of shear

stress was 43 min (Fig. 5 A). P decreased slightly during the

first 4-h interval after flow onset and decreased dramatically to

24 min during the interval from 4 h to 8 h after flow onset. This

second interval corresponds to the transitional period (phase 2)

when cells started to reverse their migration direction from

upstream to downstream. In the next 4-h period (8–12 h), P
recovered to 38 min. During the final interval 12–16 h after

flow onset, as cells had already adapted their migration to the

flow direction, directional persistence time increased to 51

min. Cell speed S was significantly greater for all four 4-h

intervals in the presence of shear stress than before flow onset

(Fig. 5 B). The triphasic trend after flow onset was similar to

that in Fig. 1, although temporal averaging to compute S
blunted the details. Cells on the horizontal micropatterns

showed a fivefold increase in directional persistence time

before flow onset (Fig. 5 C) compared to that of the un-

patterned cells, indicating that the micropatterned lines

caused cells to change their migration direction much less

frequently. The onset of shear stress caused a significant de-

crease of persistence time during the 0–4-h and 4–8-h inter-

vals after flow onset to a value similar to that of unpatterned

cells. During the following intervals (8–12 h and 12–16 h),

directional persistence time increased but did not fully recover

to the value before the onset of shear stress. Cell speed also

decreased significantly immediately after flow onset and only

partially recovered during the 8–12-h and 12–16-h intervals

(Fig. 5 D). The changes of directional persistence time and

cell speed after flow were similar for cells on vertical cells

(Fig. 5, E and F). Thus, cells on micropatterned lines reduce

FIGURE 3 (A) Migration tracks for 30

representative ECs on 20-mm-wide vertical

lines before (time ,0 h) and after (time .0 h)

flow onset. EC positions were measured

every 20 min during 4-h intervals. Flow

direction, left to right. (B) Mean migration

speed ÆSpeedæ of ECs on vertical lines

before (time ,0 h) and after (time .0 h)

the onset of shear stress (error bars, standard

error). (C) Mean velocity projected onto the

vertical axis ÆVyæ; grouped by mean direc-

tion before flow onset into up, down, and no

preference. (D) Angular histograms of mi-

gration directions just before flow onset, 2 h

after flow onset, and 16 h after flow onset.
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their migration speed and change direction more frequently

after the onset of shear stress, regardless of the shear stress

direction relative to the major axis of cell elongation.

Both the temporal correlation analysis and the distinct

patterns of ÆVxæ on the horizontal lines and ÆVyæ on the vertical

lines suggested that cells on the same patterned line migrate

preferentially in one direction before the onset of shear stress

and that the coordinated migration patterns were disrupted

after the onset of shear stress. To further investigate this lo-

cally correlated migration on the micropatterns, a spatial

cross correlation analysis was performed among neighboring

cell trajectories on the same patterned line during intervals

100 min before and 100 min after flow onset. Correlation

coefficient values were computed as a function of separation

distance between cell centroids (Fig. 6). The average sepa-

ration distance between two adjacent cells was ;30 mm on

the patterned lines. Before the onset of shear stress, the mi-

gration of cells on horizontal patterns (Fig. 6 A) was highly

correlated (rij ¼ 0.9) to the migration of those within three

cell distances (90 mm). The correlation coefficient decreased

gradually as cell-cell distance increased and was not different

from zero when the separation distance was larger than

390 mm.

Thus, the correlated migration behavior before the onset of

shear stress was most significant among cells within a three-

cell neighborhood, and cell migration was not affected by

other cells more than 390 mm away. This highly correlated

migration among cells within the three-cell neighborhood was

specific for the micropatterned cells because migration tra-

jectories were weakly correlated in unpatterned monolayers

(rij¼ 0.2) even among closest neighbors within 30 mm. Thus,

control of cell morphology or limitation of available adhesion

area on micropatterned lines induced highly correlated cell

migration for closely spaced cells. After the onset of shear

stress, cell migration on the horizontal patterns was weakly

correlated even among adjacent cells within a two-cell dis-

tance (60 mm) and uncorrelated among cells separated by

more than 60 mm. A similar trend was observed for cells on

vertical patterns (Fig. 6 B). The significant decrease of cor-

relation coefficient after flow onset suggested the disruption

of locally correlated migration by shear stress on the micro-

patterns, resulting in the convergence after flow onset of ÆVxæ
on the horizontal lines and ÆVyæ on the vertical lines.

DISCUSSION

Occlusive coronary heart disease remains the highest cause

of mortality in the United States (23), in part because of high

rates of bypass graft failure (24) and delayed thrombosis after

implant of either drug-eluting or bare metal stents (25,26). A

critical unsolved problem is how to promote reendotheliali-

zation and to restore physiological endothelial function over

the long term. Both bypass grafting and stent placement are

predicted to introduce local disturbances to the hemodynamic

flow field (27), which is already likely to represent a proa-

therogenic profile of reduced magnitude and amplified spatial

and temporal gradients of shear stress (28). At these loca-

tions, the local shear stress profile has been implicated in

disturbing major functions of the endothelium, including cell

motility, apoptosis, proliferation, and contact inhibition

(12,29). A first step toward improving endothelial wound

healing after vascular interventions requires the determina-

tion of how cell migration and structural dynamics depend on

interactions between local physical cues and hemodynamic

shear stress profiles.

FIGURE 4 Migration tracks for 30 representative ECs located (A) at the

centerline or (B) at the edges of 115-mm-wide horizontal lines before (time

,0 h) and after (time .0 h) flow onset. EC positions were measured every

20 min during 4-h intervals. Flow direction, left to right.
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This study reports that preexisting EC structure modulates

the mechanotaxis response to hemodynamic shear stress. In

unpatterned confluent monolayers, ECs initially migrated in

the upstream direction after the onset of shear stress. After a

transitional period characterized by a decreased speed and a

near zero average velocity, cells increased their migration

speed in the downstream direction on a timescale that was

consistent with adaptation to shear stress (.11 h). Mea-

surements of the triphasic mechanotaxis response are derived

directly from continuous tracking of living ECs migrating in

a confluent monolayer. Previous studies have reported the

reorganization of cytoskeleton and centrosome positions in

cells fixed at discrete time points during adaptation to uni-

directional steady shear stress (10). After 3 h of flow, actin-

dense peripheral band content increased, and focal adhesions

translocated toward the cell periphery. After 6 h, dense pe-

ripheral bands were absent, and the percentage of ECs with

centrosomes located in the downstream half of the cell was

decreased significantly.

After 12–24 h, cell shapes were elongated, and the per-

centage of cells with centrosomes in the downstream half

returned to baseline (10) or increased (30). Although these

three phases of remodeling were described as a ‘‘triphasic’’

response ‘‘consistent with motility’’ (10), cell motility was

not measured directly since ECs were fixed and immuno-

stained. More recent statistical approaches describe the spa-

tial organization of intracellular compartments that are

associated with planar cell polarity in single cells on micro-

patterned islands shaped like migrating cells (31). However,

direct measurement of the triphasic mechanotaxis response in

confluent EC monolayers has not previously been reported,

and the mechanisms that determine directional polarity in a

confluent monolayer of living cells remain poorly under-

stood. Surprisingly, elongated ECs on micropatterned lines

did not exhibit a similar triphasic pattern of migration after

the onset of shear stress. Instead, they showed decreased

motility and migrated similarly in both directions along the

lines, regardless of the flow direction. Furthermore, both the

spatial and temporal correlation patterns among cell migra-

tion trajectories on micropatterned lines were disrupted by

shear stress.

Why would structural morphology in elongated cells

suppress the dynamic mechanotaxis response to the onset of

shear stress? Since alignment of actin stress fibers and focal

adhesions in ECs on 20-mm micropatterned lines did not

change after the onset of either parallel or perpendicular flow,

it is reasonable to hypothesize that constant maintenance of

elongated cell morphology and aligned structure is critical in

suppressing mechanotaxis under flow. This idea is supported

by the differential behavior of ECs on 115-mm-wide lines

(Fig. 4). Mechanotaxis was suppressed in elongated cells

near the line edges, even though ECs within a few cell di-

ameters exhibited the triphasic behavior. If the micropattern-

mediated restriction of cell morphology were to be released,

directional mechanotaxis behavior would be expected to re-

turn. In fact, when ECs on lines perpendicular to the shear

stress direction migrated off-pattern (in experiments in which

the blocking of nonspecific protein adsorption failed), they

first extended their lamellipodia to the off-pattern area and

changed their shape away from the elongated morphology

before they began to migrate in the direction of applied shear

stress (data not shown). These cells migrated a greater dis-

FIGURE 5 (A) Directional persistence time and

(B) cell speed for unpatterned cells (n ¼ 9 fields of

view from three independent experiments). (C)

Directional persistence time and (D) cell speed for

cells on horizontal micropatterns (n ¼ 22 micro-

patterned lines from three independent experi-

ments). (E) Directional persistence time and (F)

cell speed for cells on vertical micropatterns (n¼ 19

micropatterned lines from three independent exper-

iments). Error bars, standard error. *Mean value

significantly different from value during the no-flow

interval (p , 0.05, ANOVA).
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tance downstream than upstream, indicating that mechano-

taxis was restored when the restriction of cell structure was

released. Thus, mechanotaxis and structural adaptation are

not mutually independent processes; interference with cell

morphology and structure by micropatterning abrogates the

mechanotaxis response.

Another possible explanation for the behavior of cells on

micropatterned lines is that the triphasic mechanotaxis be-

havior is delayed rather than disrupted. However, several

pieces of evidence argue against this hypothesis. In unpat-

terned confluent monolayers, ensemble-averaged cell speed

did not decrease below the no-flow value at any time after

flow onset, including during phase 2 remodeling and reori-

entation. In contrast, the average migration speed of micro-

patterned cells immediately decreased after flow onset,

suggesting the disruption of mechanisms that determine

motility characteristics. Furthermore, micropatterned cells

did not exhibit coordinated directionality of migration at any

time after the onset of flow, even though motility and per-

sistence time of individual cells partially recovered after 16 h

of flow. Thus, the suppression of mechanotaxis by presetting

and maintaining the elongated cell structure pointed toward a

mechanism of flow-induced migration response that was

different from that of the unpatterned cells, which responded

immediately to flow by migrating upstream. We speculate

that even after longer periods of flow, mechanotaxis will not

resume as long as the preset structure is maintained. Unfor-

tunately, a technical limitation of the micropatterning ap-

proach is that ECs began to migrate off the patterns after more

than 16 h of shear stress, even though cells remained confined

to the patterns for ;2 weeks in the absence of flow. As a

result, this hypothesis could not be tested directly.

Most previous studies on cell migration under fluid shear

stress examined only single ECs, which exhibited immediate

mechanotaxis in the downstream direction within 30 min (2).

In contrast, the triphasic migration of ECs in unpatterned

confluent monolayers suggested a contribution of cell-cell

interactions to migration behavior. Furthermore, ECs on an

individual micropatterned line exhibited locally correlated

migration behavior that is consistent with intercellular com-

munication. Before the onset of shear stress, migration tra-

jectories were highly correlated among cells that were within

a three-cell distance, and the correlation decreased with in-

creased cell separation distance (Fig. 6). Migration trajecto-

ries remained correlated among cells that were separated by

up to a 10-cell distance. The highly correlated migration was

strongly suppressed by shear stress. Trajectories were only

weakly correlated among neighboring cells within a two-cell

distance, and trajectories became uncorrelated for larger

separation distances. To our knowledge, these are the first

measurements of a shear stress effect on the locally correlated

migration behavior of cells on patterned lines. Interestingly, a

similar effect of shear stress on functional gap junctional

intercellular communication (GJIC) in confluent monolayers

was recently measured (32). Before flow onset, a micro-

injected gap junction permeable dye was passed to 38 adja-

cent neighbors, corresponding to a distance of six to seven

cell diameters. After 5 h of unidirectional shear stress, the dye

reached only seven neighboring cells, a two-cell distance.

The decrease in GJIC with flow was similar to the de-

creased separation distance of correlated migration trajecto-

ries measured in this study. In addition, unpatterned confluent

cells have been reported to undergo partial disassembly of

adherens junctions during adaptation to flow (12). Consistent

with the idea of differences in physical junction communi-

cation between unpatterned and patterned ECs, transient

defects in the monolayer occasionally begin to appear during

the second phase of transition to downstream migration

after the onset of shear stress (Movie S1, Data S1), demon-

strating the need to account for the role of cell-cell contact in

mechanotaxis. However, the mechanism of increased motil-

ity cannot be due only to loss of cell contacts. High motility

can occur even in the presence of intact tight and adherens

junctions (33), and increased migration speed in the upstream

direction during the first phase of mechanotaxis occurs before

a significant increase in cell edge dynamics and transient

defect formation that might suggest that loss of junctions

occurred. Second, intercellular junctions reassemble stably

after adaptation to shear stress (12) on the same timescale as

increased downstream migration. Finally, locally correlated

migration of ECs on 20-mm lines decreased after the onset of

shear stress even though transient defects in cell-cell contact

FIGURE 6 Cross correlation coefficient on (A) horizontal micropatterns

and (B) vertical micropatterns. Black triangles and open dots represent

median cross correlation coefficient before and after flow onset, respectively.

Solid and dashed gray lines represent 95% confidence intervals of the

median. The cross correlation coefficient was computed for each pair of cells

on the same patterned line for a total of 21 horizontal lines and 19 vertical

lines.
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were not visible in time-lapse movies (Movie S2, Data S1).

Thus, shear stress-induced remodeling rather than loss of

cell-cell junctions may be responsible for the loss of EC lo-

cally correlated migration behavior after flow onset.

The directional persistence time for unpatterned confluent

EC monolayers before flow onset was similar to that reported

previously (34,35). Blackman et al. reported an increase in

directional persistence time to 140 min during a 24-h interval

of steady unidirectional shear stress. The decreased persis-

tence time reported here at a higher time resolution (every 4 h)

reveals a faster dynamic behavior that corresponds to a tri-

phasic migration pattern. During phase 3 (12–16 h after flow

onset), persistence time increased significantly compared to

that computed under no-flow conditions; so the increased

directional persistence computed over a 24-h window is ex-

pected to be consistent with that reported by Blackman et al.

Comparison of Fig. 1 B to Fig. 5 B further illustrates the effect

of temporal averaging to compute S.

The triphasic profile of cell speed after flow onset is re-

vealed in the analysis of migration trajectories (Fig. 1) but is

less apparent when computed in 4-h windows in the persis-

tence model (Fig. 5 B). The increase of persistence time on the

patterned lines indicates that controlling the cell structure or

limiting the available adhesion area altered the intrinsic mi-

gratory properties of those cells. Stabilization of lamellipodial

protrusion has been shown to be associated with directional

persistence in the migration of Chinese hamster ovary cells

treated with epithelial growth factor (21). On the micro-

patterned lines, lamellipodial protrusion was observed in re-

sponse to flow onset both at the ends and the sides of the

elongated cells. However, stabilization of lamellipodial pro-

trusion happened only at the ends (data not shown). Whether

this spatially selective stabilization of lamellipodial protru-

sion is guided by the elongated and aligned cell structure re-

mains to be investigated.

Interestingly, these measurements suggest that micro-

patterned ECs exhibit several behaviors that are similar to

ECs in a confluent monolayer after adaptation to atheropro-

tective shear stress profiles. The cell density per available

adhesion area on micropatterned lines was .105 cells cm�2,

which is similar to the density of ECs in a contact-inhibited

unpatterned confluent monolayer, and both the cytoskeleton

and focal adhesions exhibited morphologies similar to those

in flow-adapted EC monolayers (10,36). Although restriction

of cell spreading on micropatterned substrates may increase

apoptosis (14), shear prevents cell loss (37). During the 20 h

of cell tracking in unpatterned monolayers, 0.2% 6 0.1% of

cells divided, and 1.8% 6 0.4% of cells were lost. In mi-

cropatterned layers, 1.4% 6 1.0% of cells divided, and 1.4% 6

1.3% of cells were lost. Thus, the change in the number of

cells per area on both substrates was negligible, and cell loss

could not account for differences in motility behavior. VE-

cadherin in micropatterned cells was organized along cell-

cell borders (Fig. S2, Data S1), similar to that of cells in

unpatterned confluent monolayers. Both the shape index and

orientation angle of the micropatterned cells were similar to

those of the flow-adapted confluent monolayer (11). ECs

exhibited an obvious locally correlated behavior in migration

direction before flow onset, suggesting that planar cell po-

larity established by structural elongation promotes direc-

tional migration, similar to mechanisms that have been

proposed for ECs in confluent monolayers after adaptation to

shear stress (29).

Gene expression and signaling pathways can be set to a

‘‘physiological baseline’’ by shear stress preconditioning. For

example, after preconditioning, changes in the expression of a

number of shear-responsive genes are amplified after a sec-

ondary step increase in shear stress (38). Determining whether

similar preconditioning effects exist for structural dynamics

and cell motility remains unsolved, since preconditioning an

EC monolayer to shear stress eliminates the possibility of

investigating mechanotransmission in response to de novo

force application. Therefore, micropatterned substrates pro-

vide a new toolset to directly investigate how preexisting cell

structure modulates mechanisms of mechanosensing. The

rapid decrease in the migration speed of micropatterned ECs

after the onset of shear stress indicates that additional me-

chanical stabilization of the EC monolayer occurs even

though cell structure appears similar to cells that have already

adapted structurally to shear stress.

Thus, the investigation of mechanotransduction in flow-

preconditioned ECs may not accurately reveal responses that

are specific to mechanotransmission through cell structure,

suggesting that mechanoadaptation to shear stress corre-

sponds to a desensitization of mechanotransduction mecha-

nisms. The idea of mechanodesensitization has been reported

in other cell types, such as bone and neurons (39,40), and ECs

may share similar mechanisms. ECs would be expected to

exhibit similar mechanotaxis behaviors under nonreversing

pulsatile flow as under steady unidirectional flow (41). Re-

versing oscillatory flow may disrupt the triphasic mechano-

taxis of behavior in unpatterned confluent monolayers, since

transient disruption of adherens and gap junctions occurs on a

similar timescale. Since cell structure was demonstrated to be

critical in determining migration behavior, the migration

behavior of micropatterned cells may be insensitive to the

flow profile if the mechanoadaptation response is desensi-

tized by presetting ECs to an elongated structure.

In contrast to ECs after shear stress preconditioning, the

preexisting cell structure in these experiments is determined

primarily by the geometry of physical cues presented on

micropatterned substrates (31). A tempting hypothesis is that

substrate micropatterning serves as a substitute for adaptation

or preconditioning to shear stress, based on similarities in cell

structure and motility. However, several pieces of evidence

argue against this hypothesis. ECs on a micropatterned

haptotactic gradient of collagen extracellular matrix migrate

in the direction of shear stress that is oriented perpendicularly

to the collagen gradient (42), but only if the shear stress

magnitude exceeds 0.2 Pa. In addition, a shear stress mag-
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nitude of 1.2 Pa protects ECs on micropatterned lines of fi-

bronectin against geometrically induced apoptosis (37).

Consistent with other measurements in single cells, cell

survival is attributed to shear stress-mediated activation of

the small GTPase RhoA, recruitment and phosphorylation of

focal adhesion kinase, and maturation of focal adhesion sites

and stress fibers. When these data are considered together

with shear stress-induced modulation of cell motility on

micropatterned lines, a better hypothesis is that the preex-

isting cell structure is not sufficient for atheroprotection;

adaptation to shear stress is still required. Future studies can

now carefully interrogate cross talk between cell structure

and mechanosensing mechanisms by using micropatterned

substrates to specify structural configurations that may serve

to sensitize intracellular mechanotransduction networks.

The suppression of mechanotaxis on micropatterned lines

independent of the orientation with respect to the shear stress

direction represents one example of a new cross talk behavior

that must be solved. This study reveals new insights and chal-

lenges in understanding endothelial mechanotransmission and

mechanotransduction. An important direction for the field is

the elucidation of how cell-substrate interactions guide not

just the adhesion but also the structural dynamics involved in

mechanoadaptation. For example, the design of biomaterials

for vascular stents or tissue-engineered vascular grafts must

now consider cross talk between local physical cues and he-

modynamic profiles to improve endothelial healing. Thus, the

integration of bioengineering, materials science, and cell bi-

ology will open new avenues for clinical success involving

mechanotherapy along with pharmacological approaches.
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